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ABSTRACT 
 
Image registration is the fundamental task used to match two or more partially 
overlapping images taken, for example, at different times, from different sensors, or from 
different viewpoints and stitch these images into one panoramic image comprising the whole 
scene. It is a fundamental image processing technique and is very useful in integrating 
information from different sensors, finding changes in images taken at different times, 
inferring three-dimensional information from stereo images, and recognizing model-based 
objects. Some techniques are proposed to find a geometrical transformation that relates the 
points of an image to their corresponding points of another image. To register two images, 
the coordinate transformation between a pair of images must be found. In this thesis, a 
feature-based method is developed to efficiently estimate an eight-parametric projective 
transformation model between pairs of images. 
 
The proposed approach applies wavelet transform to extract a number of feature 
points as the basis for registration. Each selected feature point is an edge point whose edge 
response is the maximum within a neighborhood. During the real matching process, we check 
each candidate pair in advance to see if it can possibly become a correct matching pair. Due 
to this checking, many unnecessary calculations involving cross-correlations can be screened 
in advance. Therefore, the search time for obtaining correct matching pairs is reduced 
significantly. Finally, based on the set of correctly matched feature point pairs, the 
transformation between two partially overlapping images can be decided. 
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1.1 Introduction to Image Registration 
 
Registration is a fundamental task in image processing used to match two or more 
pictures taken, for example, at different times, from different sensors, or from different 
viewpoints. Virtually all large systems which evaluate images require the registration of 
images, or a closely related operation, as an intermediate step. Specific examples of systems 
where image registration is a significant component include matching a target with a real-
time image of a scene for target recognition, monitoring global land usage using satellite 
images, matching stereo images to recover shape for autonomous navigation, and aligning 
images from different medical modalities for diagnosis. 
 
Image registration, sometimes called image alignment, is an important step for a great 
variety of applications such as remote sensing, medical imaging and multi-sensor fusion 
based target recognition. It is a prerequisite step prior to image fusion or image mosaic. Its 
purpose is to overlay two or more images of the same scene taken at different times, from 
different viewpoints and/or by different sensors. It is a fundamental image processing 
technique and is very useful in integrating information from different sensors, finding 
changes in images taken at different times, inferring three-dimensional information from 
stereo images, and recognizing model-based objects. 
 
Registration can be performed either manually or automatically. The former refers to 
human operators manually selecting corresponding features in the images to be registered. In 
order to get reasonably good registration results, an operator has to choose a considerably 
large number of feature pairs across the whole images, which is not only tedious and wearing 
but also subject to inconsistency and limited accuracy. Thus, there is a natural need to 
develop automated techniques that require little or no operator supervision.  
 
Over the years, a broad range of techniques has been developed for various types of 
data and problems. These techniques have been independently studied for several different 
applications, resulting in a large body of research. This thesis organizes this material by 
establishing the relationship between the variations in the images and the type of registration 
techniques which can most appropriately be applied. Three major types of variations are 
distinguished. The first type is the variations due to the differences in acquisition which cause 
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the images to be misaligned. To register images, a spatial transformation is found which will 
remove these variations. The class of transformations which must be searched to find the 
optimal transformation is determined by knowledge about the variations of this type. The 
transformation class in turn influences the general technique that should be taken. The second 
type of variations is those which are also due to differences in acquisition, but cannot be 
modeled easily such as lighting and atmospheric conditions. This type usually affects 
intensity values, but they may also be spatial, such as perspective distortions. The third type 
of variations is differences in the images that are of interest such as object movements, 
growths, or other scene changes. Variations of the second and third type are not directly 
removed by registration, but they make registration more difficult since an exact match is no 
longer possible. In particular, it is critical that variations of the third type are not removed. 
Knowledge about the characteristics of each type of variation effect the choice of feature 
space, similarity measure, search space, and search strategy which will make up the final 
technique. All registration techniques can be viewed as different combinations of these 
choices. This framework is useful for understanding the merits and relationships between the 
wide variety of existing techniques and for assisting in the selection of the most suitable 
technique for a specific problem. 
 
A frequent problem arises when images taken, at different times, by different sensors 
or from different viewpoints need to be compared. The images need to be aligned with one 
another so that differences can be detected. A similar problem occurs when searching for a. 
prototype or template in another image. To find the optimal match for the template in the 
image, the proper alignment between the image and template must be found. All of these 
problems, and many related variations, are solved by methods that perform image 
registration. A transformation must be found so that the points in one image can be related to 
their corresponding points in the other. The determination of the optimal transformation for 
registration depends on the types of variations between the images. The objective of this 
paper is to provide a framework for solving image registration tasks and to survey the 
classical approaches. 
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1.2 Motivation 
 
Image registration shows up in a rich range of application domains, such as medical 
image analysis (e.g. diagnosis), neuroscience (e.g. brain mapping), computer vision (e.g. 
stereo image matching for shape recovery), astrophysics (e.g. the alignment of images from 
different frequencies), military applications (e.g. target recognition), etc. Image registration 
can serve as a powerful tool to investigate how regional anatomy is altered in disease, with 
age, gender, handedness, and other clinical or genetic factors. One of the most obvious 
clinical applications of registration is the area of serial imaging. Comparison of scans from a 
given patient acquired over various time intervals can be routinely performed to follow 
disease progression, response to treatment and even dynamic patterns of structure change 
during organ development. Unfortunately, diagnostic imaging scans are not routinely 
registered in most radiology department; in contrast, the common practice for an examiner is 
to do one's best to look at film montages of slices that do not match and try to access disease 
changes. For gross changes this method of comparison may be adequate. For subtle changes, 
visual comparison of unmatched images is not enough. 
 
Image registration can also fuse information from multiple imaging devices to 
correlate different measures of brain structures and function. Integration of functional and 
anatomical imaging provides complementary information not available from independent 
analysis of each modality. Registered high-resolution anatomy in magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), ultrasound (US), or computed tomography (CT) images provides a much 
more precise anatomical basis for the interpretation of functional and pathologic image data, 
like single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), positron emission tomography 
(PET), and functional MRI (fMRI). Without registration, the observed activity would be less 
accurately mapped to the corresponding anatomical structures. Most importantly, 
intermodality registration can aid interpretation of clinical imaging for critically important 
treatment decisions. 
 
Registration algorithms can encode patterns of anatomic variability in large human 
populations and can use the information to create a disease-specific population-based brain 
atlas. This is a standard brain which is constructed from a number of brains and given in a 
fixed coordinate system to contain information about physical properties of neuroanatomies. 
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When we have mapped an object and an atlas to each other, we can remove individual 
anatomical variation and pass segmentation or labeling information from the atlas to the 
subject image. 
 
Many surgical procedures require highly precise localization, often of deeply buried 
structures, in order for the surgeons to extract targeted tissue with minimal damage to nearby 
structures. The plan is constructed in the coordinate system relative to preoperative image 
data, while the surgical procedure is performed in the coordinate system relative to the 
patient. Although methods such as MRI and CT are invaluable in imaging and displaying the 
internal structure of the body, the surgeons still face a key problem in applying that 
information to the actual procedure. With the help of registration, the relationship between 
preoperative data and patient coordinate system can be established, and thus provides the 
surgeon information about position of his instruments relative to the planned trajectory, and 
allows the surgeon to directly visualize important structures, and act accordingly. 
 
1.3 Literature Review 
 
Li et al. [1] proposed a contour-based approach to register images from multiple sensors. The 
success of their method depends on the assumption that the common structures of images 
must be preserved well. Therefore, their method is efficient but works well only on cases 
where the contour information is well preserved. On the other hand, the area-based method 
usually adopts a window of points to determine a matched location using the correlation 
technique [2, 3]. The most commonly used measure is normalized cross-correlation. This 
method is more robust than the feature-based method in some situations. However, if the 
orientation difference between the two images is large, the value of cross-correlation will be 
greatly influenced and the correspondences between feature points, thus, hard to derive. 
Therefore, De Castro and Morandi [4] proposed an elegant method, called phase correlation, 
to overcome this problem. However, when the overlapping area between images is small, 
their method becomes unreliable. In order to solve the problem, it is necessary to develop a 
method to estimate the rotation parameter in advance. In [3], Zheng and Chellappa proposed 
a method for determining the rotation parameter. They used a Lambertian model to model an 
image. Under the assumption that the illumination source is stationary, they use a shape-
from-shading technique to estimate the illuminant directions of  images. By taking the 
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difference between the illuminant directions, the rotation angle between images is obtained. 
After obtaining the rotation angle, one of the two images is then rotated such that the 
orientation difference between the two images becomes very small. By adopting the method 
proposed by Manjunath et al. [5], a number of feature points are extracted from the image 
pair. Then, these feature points are matched by using an area-based method in a hierarchical 
image structure. In Zheng and Chellappa‟s approach, the technique for estimating the rotation 
angle works well for most cases. However, if a scene includes many buildings and objects, 
the method will fail due to the fact that the illumination conditions in one image may not be 
equivalent to those in the other. In general, the estimation of a rotation angle in their approach 
is rough. Further, their approach requires aGabor function decomposition in the feature 
extraction process. This decomposition is computationally intensive. Another drawback of 
their approach is that when false matches emerge, their method cannot handle them. 
 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
 
This thesis contains 5 chapters. Following the introduction, the rest of the thesis is organized 
as follows: 
Chapter 2 gives an overview of image registration. This includes image registration, 
classification of image registration and applications of image registration. 
Chapter 3 gives proposed feature-based image registration algorithm. This includes proposed 
registration algorithm, wavelet decomposition, feature points extraction using wavelets, 
finding matching pairs, deriving the transformation parameters and refine matching. 
Chapter 4 gives experimental results of proposed registration algorithm. 
Chapter 5 gives conclusion and future works. 
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CHAPTER 2   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AN OVERVIEW OF IMAGE REGISTRATION 
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2.1 Image Registration 
 
Image registration is used to match two or more partially overlapping images and 
stitch them into one panoramic image of the scene. To register two images, the coordinate 
transformation between a pair of images must be found from class of transformations. The 
optimal transformation depends on the types of relation between the overlapping images. 
 
To find the relationship between two images we rely on the estimation of the 
parameters of the transformation model. The number of parameters depends on the chosen 
transformation model. A common assumption is that the coordinate transformations between 
two images are rigid planar models. Rigid planar transformation is composed of scaling, 
rotation, and translation changes, which map the pixel (x1, y1) of image f1 to the pixel (x2, y2) 
of another image f2: 
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The rigid transformation is sufficient to match two images of a scene taken from the 
same viewing angle but from different position. That is, the camera can rotate about its 
optical axis. In the case of remote sensing, where the distance approaches infinity, the 
transformation between the captured images behaves like a planar rigid transformation. 
 
2.2 Classification of Image Registration 
 The classification of image registration algorithms [6] are described in this section. 
 
2.2.1. Area-based vs Feature-based 
 
Image registration algorithms fall within two realms of classification: area based 
methods and feature based methods [7]. The original image is often referred to as the 
reference image and the image to be mapped onto the reference image is referred to as the 
target image. For area based image registration methods, the algorithm looks at the structure 
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of the image via correlation metrics, Fourier properties and other means of structural analysis. 
Alternatively, most feature based methods, instead of looking at the overall structure of 
images, fine tune their mappings to the correlation of image features: lines, curves, points, 
line intersections, boundaries, etc. 
 
2.2.2. Transformation model 
 
Image registration algorithms can also be classified according to the transformation 
model used to relate the reference image space with the target image space. The first broad 
category of transformation models includes linear transformations, which are a combination 
of translation, rotation, global scaling, shear and perspective components. Linear 
transformations are global in nature, thus not being able to model local deformations. 
Usually, perspective components are not needed for registration, so that in this case the linear 
transformation is an affine one.  
 
The second category includes 'elastic' or 'nonrigid' transformations. These 
transformations allow local warping of image features, thus providing support for local 
deformations. Nonrigid transformation approaches include polynomial wrapping, 
interpolation of smooth basis functions (thin-plate splines and wavelets), and physical 
continuum models. 
 
2.2.3. Search-based vs direct methods 
 
Image registration methods can also be classified in terms of the type of search that is 
needed to compute the transformation between the two image domains. In search-based 
methods the effect of different image deformations is evaluated and compared. In direct 
methods, such as the Lucas Kanade method and phase-based methods, an estimate of the 
image deformation is computed from local image statistics and is then used for updating the 
estimated image deformation between the two domains. 
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2.2.4. Spatial-domain methods 
 
Many image registration methods operate in the spatial domain, using features, 
structures, and textures as matching criteria. In the spatial domain, images look 'normal' as 
the human eye might perceive them. Some of the feature matching algorithms are outgrowths 
of traditional techniques for performing manual image registration, in which operators choose 
matching sets of control points (CPs) between images. When the number of control points 
exceeds the minimum required to define the appropriate transformation model, iterative 
algorithms like RANSAC are used to robustly estimate the best solution. 
 
2.2.5. Frequency-domain methods 
 
Other algorithms use the properties of the frequency-domain to directly determine 
shifts between two images. Applying the phase correlation method to a pair of overlapping 
images produces a third image which contains a single peak. The location of this peak 
corresponds to the relative translation between the two images. Unlike many spatial-domain 
algorithms, the phase correlation method is resilient to noise, occlusions, and other defects 
typical of medical or satellite images. Additionally, the phase correlation uses the fast fourier 
transform to compute the cross-correlation between the two images, generally resulting in 
large performance gains. The method can be extended to determine affine rotation and 
scaling between two images by first converting the images to log-polar coordinates. Due to 
properties of the fourier transform, the rotation and scaling parameters can be determined in a 
manner invariant to translation. This single feature makes phase-correlation methods highly 
attractive vs. typical spatial methods, which must determine rotation, scaling, and translation 
simultaneously, often at the cost of reduced precision in all three. 
 
2.2.6. Single-modality vs Multi-modality 
 
Another useful classification is between single-modality and multi-modality 
registration algorithms. Single-modality registration algorithms are those intended to register 
images of the same modality (i.e. acquired using the same kind of imaging device), while 
multi-modality registration algorithms are those intended to register images acquired using 
different imaging devices. There are several examples of multi-modality registration 
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algorithms in the medical imaging field. Examples include registration of brain CT/MRI 
images or whole body PET/CT images for tumor localization, registration of contrast-
enhanced CT images against non-contrast-enhanced CT images for segmentation of specific 
parts of the anatomy and registration of ultrasound and CT images for prostate localization in 
radiotherapy. 
 
2.2.7. Image similarity-based methods 
 
Image similarity-based methods are broadly used in medical imaging. A basic image 
similarity-based method consists of a transformation model, which is applied to reference 
image coordinates to locate their corresponding coordinates in the target image space, an 
image similarity metric, which quantifies the degree of correspondence between features in 
both image spaces achieved by a given transformation, and an optimization algorithm, which 
tries to maximize image similarity by changing the transformation parameters. 
 
The choice of an image similarity measure depends on the nature of the images to be 
registered. Common examples of image similarity measures include cross-correlation, mutual 
information, sum of square differences and ratio image uniformity. Mutual information and 
its variant, normalized mutual information are the most popular image similarity measures for 
registration of multimodality images. Cross-correlation, sum of square differences and ratio 
image uniformity are commonly used for registration of images of the same modality. 
 
2.3 Feature Space 
 
Many techniques that have been proposed to solve the registration problem in many 
different forms can be broadly classified into three types, namely feature-based matching, 
intensity-based matching and hybrid approaches. Each of these approaches has its advantages 
and disadvantages. 
 
2.3.1 Feature-based registration 
 
Feature-based approaches attempt to find the correspondence and transformation 
using distinct anatomical features that are extracted from images. These features include 
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points [8]; [9]; [10], curves [11]; [12]; [13], or a surface model [14]; [15]; [16] of anatomical 
structures. Feature-based methods are typically applied when the local structure information 
is more significant than the information carried by the image intensity. They can handle 
complex between-image distortions and can be faster, since they don't evaluate a matching 
criterion on every single voxel in the image, but rather rely on a relatively small number of 
features. The simplest set of anatomical features is a set of landmarks. However, the selection 
of landmarks is recognized to be a difficult problem, whether done automatically or 
manually. For many images, this is a serious drawback because registration accuracy can be 
no better than what is achieved by the initial selection of landmarks. For practical reasons, the 
number and precision of landmark locations is usually limited. Hence, spatial coordinates and 
geometric primitives often oversimplify the data by being too sparse and imprecise. 
 
2.3.2 Intensity-based registration 
 
The intensity-based registration methods operate directly on the image gray values, 
without reducing the gray-level image to relatively sparse extracted information. The basic 
principle of intensity-based techniques is to search, in a certain space of transformations, the 
one that maximizes (or minimizes) a criterion measuring the intensity similarity of 
corresponding voxels. Some measures of similarity are sum of squared differences in pixel 
intensities ([18]), regional correction [18], or mutual information ([19]). Mutual information 
has proved to be an excellent similarity measure for cross-modality registrations, since it 
assumes only that the statistical dependence of the voxel intensities is maximal when the 
images are geometrically aligned. The intensity similarity measure, combined with a measure 
of the structural integrity of the deforming scan, is optimized by adjusting parameters of the 
deformation field. Such an approach is typically more computationally demanding, but 
avoids the difficulties of a feature extraction stage. 
 
2.3.3 Hybrid registration 
 
Further hybrid approaches, based on a combination of feature-based and intensity-
based criteria, are likely to benefit from both the advantages of each strategy. Christensen et 
al. [20] introduced a hierarchical approach to image registration combining a landmark-based 
scheme with a intensity-based approach using a fluid model. The approach has been applied 
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to the registration of 3D cryosection data of a macaque monkey brain as well to MR images 
of the human brain. 
 
2.4 Warp Space 
 
One of the important factors to categorize registration techniques is the warp space 
used, because it contains warping functions. Warping functions are candidate solutions of the 
registration problem. These exhibits the wide range of methods developed over the last 
twenty years and includes the basis-function expansions, physical models, and optical flow 
methods. 
 
2.4.1 Basis function expansions 
 
Nonrigid registration produces a deformation field, giving a mapping for each pixel 
(voxel) in the deforming image. The deformation may be expressed in terms of a truncated 
set of basis functions. Specific examples include sinusoidal or wavelet basis [21] and radial 
basis functions such as thin-plate splines [22]. Compactly supported basis function such as B-
splines [23] or other radially symmetric compactly supported basis functions have also been 
used. 
 
2.4.2 Physical models 
 
Nonrigid image registration can also be performed by modeling the deformation of 
the source image into the target image as an elastic physical process. A wide range of these 
methods [24] are based on Navier-Stokes linear elastic partial differential equation: 
)),(,())(.()()( xuxkxuxu  
 
Where   and  ¸ is the Lame constant, which refer to the elastic properties of the medium.   
u = (u1, u2, u3) is the displacement field, and k is the force acting on the elastic body. The 
term 
T
 is the Laplacian operator and ).( u  is gradient of the divergence of u. 
Generally   is set to zero to ensure that deformations are only effect in the directions of 
applied forces;   takes a value between 0 and 1. The external forces can be derived from the 
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local optimization of the similarity function which is defined by the intensity values or by the 
correspondence of boundary structures. 
Navier-Stokes equation has a disadvantage of disallowing extensive localized 
deformations due to the modeling of stresses that increase proportionally to deformation 
strength. This can be handled by viscous fluid model [25]. Instead of using the displacement 
directly in Navier-Stokes equation, the deformation velocity v is used. 
)).(,())(.()()( xuxkxvxv  
 
The advantage of using the velocity is that we can allow large deformations which 
cannot be performed by the Navier-Stokes equation alone. A resulting problem is that the 
likelihood of misregistrations is increased. 
 
2.4.3 Optical flow methods 
 
The optical flow constraint equation was derived to estimate the motion between two 
successive frames in an image sequence. It is based on the assumption that the intensity value 
of a given point in the image does not change over small time increments. The constraint can 
be expressed as: 
0.)( 

t
T IvI
 
in which I ,

v  and tI  are the intensity gradient of the image, the unknown motion vector 
between the images, and the temporal derivative of the image, respectively. This equation is 
underconstrained (a problem known as the aperture problem) and a number of regularization 
scheme have been proposed to address this problem [26]. 
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2.5. Applications of Image Registration 
 
Image registration is widely used in remote sensing, medical imaging, computer 
vision, video processing, and many others. In general, its applications can be divided into 
three main groups according to the manner of the image acquisition: 
1. Different times: Images of the same scene are acquired at different times. The aim 
is to find and evaluate changes in the scene. Examples of applications are 
landscape planning in remote sensing, automatic change detection in video 
surveillance, motion tracking in computer vision, monitoring of healing therapy 
and tumor evolution in medical imaging, and motion estimation and 
superresolution reconstruction in video processing. 
2. Different viewpoints: Images of the same scene are acquired from different 
viewpoints. The aim is to gain a larger 2-D view or a 3-D representation of the 
scene being imaged. Examples of applications are image mosaicing of the surveyed 
area in remote sensing, shape recovery and structure from motion in computer 
vision, and sprite generation and coding in video compression. 
3. Different sensors: Image of the same scene are acquired from different sensors. The 
aim is to integrate the information obtained from different sensors to gain more 
complex and detailed representation of the scene. Examples of applications are 
multisensor image fusion in remote sensing and medical imaging, monitoring 
activities in multisensor surveillance, and image fusion in vehicular navigation. 
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The overall flow chart of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Flow chart of feature-based image registration 
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3.1 Multiresolution Decomposition 
 
Initially, input images are decomposed into their multiresolution representation by a 
discrete wavelet transform. 
 
Mathematically a “wave” is expressed as a sinusoidal (or oscillating) function of time 
or space. Fourier analysis expands an arbitrary signal in terms of infinite number of 
sinusoidal functions of its harmonics. Fourier representation of signals is known to be very 
effective in analysis of time-invariant (stationary) periodic signals. In contrast to a sinusoidal 
function, a wavelet is a small wave whose energy is concentrated in time. Properties of 
wavelets allow both time and frequency analysis of signals simultaneously because of the fact 
that the energy of wavelets is concentrated in time and still possesses the wave-like (periodic) 
characteristics. Wavelet representation thus provides a versatile mathematical tool to analyse 
transient, time-variant (nonstationary) signals that may not be statistically predictable 
especially at the region of discontinuities - a special feature that is typical of images having 
discontinuities at the edges. 
 
 
      
                              
                                        (a)                                                                     (b) 
 
Figure 3.2 Demonstrations of (a) a Wave and (b) a Wavelet 
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3.1.1 Wavelet Transforms 
 
Wavelets are functions generated from one single function (basis function) called the 
prototype or mother wavelet by dilations (scalings) and translations (shifts) in time 
(frequency) domain. If the mother wavelet is denoted by ψ t , the other wavelets ψa,b t   can 
be represented as  
 
ψ𝑎 ,𝑏 t =  
1
  𝑎 
ψ  
𝑡 − 𝑏
𝑎
 − − − − − − − (3.1) 
                                         
Where a and b are two arbitrary real numbers. The variables a and b represent the parameters 
for dilations and translations respectively in the time axis. From Eq. 3.1, it is obvious that the 
mother wavelet can be essentially represented as 
 
ψ t =  ψ
1,0
 t − − − − − − − − − − − (3.2) 
                                                    
For any arbitrary a ≠ 1 and b = 0, it is possible to derive that 
 
ψ
𝑎 ,𝑏
 t =  
1
  𝑎 
ψ  
𝑡 − 𝑏
𝑎
 − − − − − − − (3.3) 
                                
As shown in Eq. 3.3, ψa,0(t) is nothing but a time-scaled (by a) and amplitude-scaled 
(by   a  ) version of the mother wavelet function ψ t  in Eq. 3.2. The parameter a causes 
contraction of ψ t  in the time axis when a < 1 and expression or stretching when a > 1. 
That‟s why the parameter a is called the dilation (scaling) parameter. For a < 0, the function 
ψa,b t  results in time reversal with dilation. Mathematically, substituting t in Eq. 3.3 by t-b 
to cause a translation or shift in the time axis resulting in the wavelet function ψa,b t  as 
shown in Eq. 3.1. The function ψa,b t  is a shift of  ψa,0 t  in right along the time axis by an 
amount b when b > 0 whereas it is a shift in left along the time axis by an amount b when b < 
0. That‟s why the variable b represents the translation in time (shift in frequency) domain. 
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Figure 3.3 shows an illustration of a mother wavelet and its dilations in the time 
domain with the dilation parameter a = α. For the mother wavelet ψ t  shown in Figure 
3.3(a), a contraction of the signal in the time axis when α < 1 is shown in Figure 3.3(b) and 
expansion of the signal in the time axis when α > 1 is shown in Figure 3.3(c). Based on this 
definition of wavelets, the wavelet transform (WT) of a function (signal) f (t) is 
mathematically represented by 
 
𝑊 𝑎, 𝑏 =   ψ
𝑎 ,𝑏
 t 
+∞
−∞
𝑓 t dt − − − − − − − − − − − (3.4) 
               
𝛿 
𝛼𝛿 
𝛼𝛿 
(
a) 
(
b) 
(
c) 
Figure 3.3 (a) A mother wavelet, (b)  𝝍 𝒕 𝜶  : 𝟎 < 𝜶 < 1 , (c)  𝝍 
𝒕
𝜶  : 𝜶 > 𝟏 . 
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The inverse transform to reconstruct f (t) from W (a, b) is mathematically represented by 
𝑓 t =  
1
𝐶
  
1
 𝑎 2
+∞
𝑏  = −∞
+∞
𝑎  = −∞
W 𝑎, 𝑏 ψ
𝑎 ,𝑏
 t 𝑑𝑎𝑑𝑏—− − (3.5) 
 
Where 
𝐶 =   
 Ψ(ω) 2
 ω 
∞
−∞
𝑑𝜔 − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − (3.6) 
                                                           
 
and Ψ(ω) is the Fourier transform of the mother wavelet ψ t . 
 
If a and b are two continuous (nondiscrete) variables and f (t) is also a continuous 
function, W (a, b) is called the continuous wavelet transform (CWT). Hence the CWT maps a 
one-dimensional function f (t) to a function W(a, b) of two continuous real variables a 
(dilation) and b (translation). 
 
3.1.2 Discrete Wavelet Transforms 
 
Since the input signal (e.g., a digital image) is processed by a digital computing 
machine, it is prudent to define the discrete version of the wavelet transform. To define the 
wavelet in terms of discrete values of the dilation and translation parameters a and b instead 
of being continuous, make a and b discrete using Eq. 3.6, 
 
          a = 𝑎0
𝑚 ,                              b = n𝑏0𝑎0
𝑚  
 
where m and n  are integers. Substituted a and b in Eq. 3.1 by Eq. 3.6, the discrete wavelets 
can be represented by Eq. 3.7. 
 
ψ
𝑚 ,𝑛
 t =  𝑎0
−m/2
ψ 𝑎0
−𝑚𝑡 − 𝑛𝑏0 − − − − − − − − − − − −(3.7) 
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There are many choices to select the values of a0 and b0. By selecting a0 = 2 and 
b0 = 1, a =  2
m  and b =  n2m . This corresponds to sampling (discretization) of a and b in 
such a way that the consecutive dicrete values of a and b as well as the sampling intervals 
differ by a factor of two. This way of sampling is popularly known as dyadic decomposition. 
Using these values, it is possible to represent the discrete wavelets as in eq. 3.8, which 
constitutes a family of orthonormal basis functions. 
 
ψ
m,n
 t =  2−
m
2 ψ a0
−m t − n − − − − − − − − − − − − − −(3.8) 
    
In general, the wavelet coefficients for function f (t) are given by 
 
𝐶𝑚 ,𝑛 𝑓 =  𝑎0
−𝑚/2
 𝑓 𝑡  ψ 𝑎0
−𝑚𝑡 − 𝑛𝑏0 𝑑𝑡 − − − − − − − −(3.9) 
 
and hence for dyadic decomposition, the wavelet coefficients can be derived accordingly as 
 
𝐶𝑚 ,𝑛 𝑓 =  2
−𝑚/2  𝑓 𝑡  ψ 𝑎0
−𝑚𝑡 − 𝑛𝑏0 𝑑𝑡 − − − − − − − −(3.10) 
    
This allows us to reconstruct the signal f(t) in form the discrete wavelet coefficients as 
 
𝑓 𝑡 =    𝑐𝑚 ,𝑛
∞
𝑛= −∞
∞
𝑚= −∞
 𝑓 ψ
𝑚 ,𝑛
 t − − − − − − − − − − − −(3.11) 
     
The transform shown in Eq. 3.9 is called the wavelet series, which is analogous to the 
Fourier series because the input function f(t) is still a continuous function whereas the 
transform coefficients are discrete. This is often called the discrete time wavelet transform 
(DTWT). For digital signal or image processing applications executed by a digital computer, 
the input signal f(t) needs to be discrete in nature because of the digital sampling of the 
original data, which is represented by a finite number bits. When the input function f(t) as 
well as the wavelet parameters a and b are represented in discrete form, the transformation is 
commonly referred to as the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of the signal f(t). 
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The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) became a very versatile signal processing tool 
after Mallat [27] proposed the multiresolution representation of signals based on wavelet 
decomposition. The method of multiresolution is to represent a function (signal) with a 
collection of coefficients, each of which provides information about the position as well as 
the frequency of the signal (function). The advantage of DWT over Fourier transformation is 
that it performs multiresolution analysis of signals with localization. As a result, the DWT 
decomposes a digital signal into different subbands so that the lower frequency subbands will 
have finer frequency resolution and coarser time resolution compared to the higher frequency 
subbands. The DWT is being increasingly used for image compression due to the fact that the 
DWT supports features like progressive image transmission ( by quality, by resolution), ease 
of compressed image manipulation, region of interest coding, etc. Because of these 
characteristics, the DWT is the basis of the new JPEG2000 image compression standard. 
 
3.1.3 Concept of Multiresolution Analysis  
 
There are a number of orthogonal wavelet basis-functions of the form ψm,n t =
 2−m/2ψ a0
−m t − n . The theory of multiresolution analysis presented a systematic approach 
to generate the wavelets. The idea of multiresolution analysis is to approximate a function f(t) 
at different levels of resolution. 
 
In multiresolution analysis, two functions are considered: the mother wavelet ψ t  
and the scaling function ф t . The dilated (scaled) and translated (shifted) version of the 
scaling function is given by  фm,n t =  2
−m/2ф a0
−m t − n . For fixed m, the set of scaling 
functions  фm,n t  are orthonormal. By the linear combinations of the scaling function and its 
translations, a set of functions can be generated 
 
𝑓 t =  αn
n
 ф
𝑚 ,𝑛
 t − − − − − − − − − − − (3.12) 
         
The set of all such functions generated by linear combination of the set { ф
m,n
 t } is 
called the span of the set { ф
m,n
 t }, denoted by Span { ф
m,n
 t }. Now consider Vm to be a 
vector space corresponding to Span { ф
m,n
 t }. Assuming that the resolution increases with 
decreasing m, these vector spaces describe successive approximation vector spaces, ... 
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⊂ V2  ⊂ V1  ⊂ V0  ⊂ V−1  ⊂ V−2 ⊂ ..., each with resolution 2m (i.e., each space Vj+1 is 
contained in the next resolution space Vj). In multiresolution analysis, the set of subspaces 
satisfies the following properties: 
1. 𝑉𝑚+1  ⊂ 𝑉𝑚1, for all m: This property state that each subspace is contained in the next 
resolution subspace. 
 
2.  𝑉𝑚       =ℒ
2 ℛ : This property indicates that the union of subspaces is dense in the space 
of square integrable functions ℒ2 ℛ ; ℛ indicates a set of real numbers (upward 
completeness property). 
 
3.  𝑉𝑚 = 0 (an empty set): This property is called downward completeness property. 
 
4. 𝑓 𝑡 ∈ 𝑉0 ↔ 𝑓(2
−𝑚𝑡) ∈ 𝑉𝑚 : Dilating a function from resolution space 𝑉0 by a factor     
of 2𝑚  results in the lower resolution space 𝑉𝑚  (scale or dilation invariance property). 
 
5. 𝑓 𝑡 ∈ 𝑉0 ↔ 𝑓(𝑡 − 𝑛) ∈ 𝑉0: Combining this with the scale invariance property above,       
this property states that translating a function in a resolution space does not change the 
resolution (translation invariance property). 
 
6. There exists a set { ф(𝑡 − 𝑛) ∈ 𝑉0: n is an integer} that forms an orthogonal basis of V0. 
The basic tenet of multiresolution analysis is that whenever the above properties are 
satisfied, there exists an orthonormal wavelet basis ψm,n t =  2
−m/2ψ 2−m t − n  such that  
 
𝑃𝑚−1 𝑓 = 𝑃𝑚  𝑓 +  𝑐𝑚 ,𝑛 𝑓 ψ𝑚 ,𝑛 t − − − − − − − (3.13) 
             
Where Pj is the orthonormal projection of ψ onto Vj . For each m, consider the wavelet 
functions ψm,n t  span a vector space Wm. It is clear from Eq. 2.13 that the wavelet that 
generates the space Wm and the scaling function that generates the space Vm are not 
independent. Wm is exactly the orthogonal complement of Vm in Vm-1. Thus, any function 
in Vm-1 can be expressed as the sum of a function in Vm and a function in the wavelet space 
Wm. Symbolically, it is possible to express this as 
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Vm-1 = Vm ⊕ Wm - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -  -  - -  -  (3.14) 
Since, m is arbitrary, 
Vm = Vm+1 ⊕ Wm+1  -  - -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -(3.15) 
Thus, 
Vm-1 = Vm+1 ⊕ Wm+1  ⊕ Wm    -  -  -  --  -  -  -  -  -  -  -   (3.16) 
 Continuing in this fashion, it is possible to establish that 
Vm-1 = Vk ⊕ Wk ⊕ Wk-1⊕ Wk-2 ... ⊕ Wm   - - -   - - - - (3.17) 
  
for any k ≥ m. 
 
Thus, a function belonging to the space Vm-1 (i.e., the function can be exactly 
represented by the scaling function at resolution  m – 1), can be decomposed to a sum of 
functions starting with lower-resolution approximation followed by a sequence of functions 
generated by dilations of wavelet that represent the loss of information in terms of details. 
The successive levels of approximations can be considered as the representation of an image 
with fewer and fewer pixels. The wavelet coefficients can then be considered as the 
additional detail information needed to go from a coarser to a finer approximation. Hence, in 
each level of decomposition the signal can be decomposed into two parts, one is the coarse 
approximation of the signal in the lower resolution and the other is the detail information that 
was lost because of approximation. The wavelet coefficients derived by Eq. 3.9 or 3.10, 
therefore, describe the information (detail) lost when going from an approximation of the 
signal at resolution 2m-1 to the coarser approximation at resolution 2m. 
 
3.1.4 Implementation by Filters and the Pyramid Algorithm  
 
Multiresolution analysis decomposes signal into two parts – one approximation of the 
original signal from finer to coarser resolution and the other detail information that was lost 
sue to the approximation. This can be represented as  
 
𝑓 t =  𝑎𝑚+1,𝑛
n
ф
𝑚+1,𝑛
+  𝑐𝑚+1,𝑛
n
ψ
𝑚+1,𝑛
− − − − − − − −(3.18) 
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Where f (t) denotes the value of input function f (t) at resolution 2m, cm+1, n is the detail 
information, and am+1,n is the coarser approximation of the signal at resolution 2m+1. The 
functions, ф
m+1,n
 and ψ
m+1,n
 are the dilation and wavelet basis functions (orthonormal).  
 
In 1989, Mallat [27] proposed the multiresolution approach for wavelet 
decomposition of signals using a pyramidal filter structure of quadrature mirror filter (QMF) 
pairs. Wavelets developed by Daubechies [28, 29], in terms of discrete-time perfect 
reconstruction filter banks, correspond to IFR filters. In multiresolution analysis, it can be 
proven that decomposition of signals using the discrete wavelet transform can be expressed in 
terms of FIR filters and the algorithm for computation of the wavelet coefficients for the 
signal f (t) can be represented as  
 
 𝑐𝑚 ,𝑛 𝑓 =  𝑔2𝑛−𝑘𝑘 𝑎𝑚−1,𝑘(𝑓)                                                  
                        𝑎𝑚 ,𝑛 𝑓 =  𝑕2𝑛−𝑘𝑘 𝑎𝑚−1,𝑘(𝑓)             - - - - - - (3.19) 
 
Where g and h are the high-pass and low-pass filters, gi = (−1)
ih−i+1  and hi =
21/2   ф(x − i)  ф(2x)dx. Actually, am,n(f) are the coefficients characteristics characterizing 
the projection of the function f(t) in the vector subspace Vm (i.e. approximation of the 
function in resolution 2m), whereas cm,n f ∈ Wm  are the wavelet coefficients (detail 
information) at resolution 2m. If the input signal f(t) is in discrete sampled form, then it is 
possible to consider these samples as the highest order resolution approximation coefficients 
a0,n f ∈ V0 and Eq. 3.19 describes the multiresolution subband decomposition algorithm to 
construct am,n f  and cm,n f  at level m with a low-pass filter h and high-pass filter g from 
cm−1,n f , which were generated  at level m-1. These filters are called the analysis filters. The 
recursive algorithm to compute DWT in different levels using Eq 3.19 is popularly called 
Mallat‟s Pyramid Algorithm. Since the synthesis filters h and g have been derived from the 
orthonormal basis functions ф  and  ψ, these filters give exact reconstruction   
𝑎𝑚−1,𝑖 𝑓 =  𝑕2𝑛−𝑖
𝑛
𝑎𝑚 ,𝑛 𝑓 +  𝑔2𝑛−𝑖
𝑛
𝑐𝑚 ,𝑛 𝑓 − − − − − − − − − (3.20) 
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Most of the orthogonal wavelet basis functions have infinitely supported ψ and 
accordingly the filters h and g could be with infinitely many taps. However, for practical and 
computationally efficient implementation of the DWT for image processing applications, it is 
desirable to have finite impulse response filters (FIR) with a small number of taps. It is 
possible to construct such filters by relaxing the orthonormality requirements and using 
biorthogonal basis functions. It should be noted that the wavelet filters are orthogonal when 
(h‟, g‟) = (h, g), otherwise it is biorthogonal. In such a case the filters (h‟ and g‟, called the 
synthesis filters) for reconstruction of the signal can be different than the analysis filters (h 
and g) for decomposition of the signals. In order to achieve exact reconstruction, construct 
the filters such that it satisfies the relationship of the synthesis filter with the analysis filter as 
shown in Eq. 3.21: 
                                𝑔′
𝑛
= (−1)𝑛𝑕−𝑛+1                                               
  
𝑔𝑛 = (−1)
𝑛𝑕′−𝑛+1                      
                                                                                                               -  - - - - - (3.21) 
                                                   𝑕𝑛𝑛 𝑕′𝑛+2𝑘 = 𝛿𝑘 ,0  
 
If (h‟, g‟) = (h, g), the wavelet filters are called orthogonal, otherwise they are called 
biorthogonal. The popular (9, 7) wavelet filter adopted in JPEG2000 is one example of such a 
biorthogonal filter. The signal is still decomposed using Eq. 3.19, but the reconstruction 
equation is now done using the synthesis filters h‟ and g‟ as shown in Eq. 3.22: 
 
𝑎𝑚−1,𝑖 𝑓 =  𝑎𝑚 ,𝑛(𝑓)
𝑛
𝑕′2𝑛−𝑖 +  𝑐𝑚 ,𝑛(𝑓)
𝑛
𝑔2𝑛−𝑖 − − − − − − − − − − − (3.22) 
 
Let‟s summarize the DWT computation here in terms of simple digital FIR filtering. 
Given the input discrete signal x(n) (shown as a(0,n) in Figure 3.4), it is filtered parallelly by 
a low-pass (h) and a high-pass (g) at each transform level. The two output streams are then 
subsampled by simply dropping the alternate output samples in each stream to produce the 
low-pass subband yL. The above arithmetic computation can be expressed as follows: 
 
𝑦𝐿 𝑛 =  𝑕(𝑖)
𝜏𝐿−1
𝑖=0  𝑥(2𝑛 − 𝑖) , 𝑦𝐻 𝑛 =  𝑔(𝑖)
𝜏𝐻−1
𝑖=0  𝑥(2𝑛 − 𝑖) – (3.23) 
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Where τL  and τH  are the lengths of the low-pass (h) and high-pass (g) filters respectively. 
Since the low-pass subband a(1, n) is an approximation of the input, applying the above 
computation again on a(1,n) to produce the subbands a(2,n) and c(2,n) and so on. During the 
inverse transform to reconstruct the signal, both a(3,n) and c(3,n) are first upsampled by 
inserting zeros between two samples, and then they are filtered by low-pass (h‟) and high-
pass (g‟) filters respectively. These two filtered output streams are added together to 
reconstruct a(2,n). The same continues until the reconstruction of the original signal a(0,n). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.5 Extension to Two-Dimensional Signals  
 
The two-dimensional extension of DWT is essential for transformation of two-
dimensional signals, such as a digital image. A two-dimensional digital signal can be 
represented by a two-dimensional array X[M, N] with M rows and N columns, where M and 
N are nonnegative integers. The simple approach for two-dimensional implementation of the 
DWT is to perform the one-dimensional DWT row-wise to produce an intermediate result 
and then perform the same one-dimensional DWT column-wise on this intermediate result to 
produce the final result. This is shown in Figure 3.5(a). This is possible because the two-
dimensional scaling functions can be expressed as separable functions which is the product of 
Figure 3.4 Three-level multiresolution wavelet decomposition and reconstruction of signals using 
pyramidal filter structure 
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two-dimensional scaling function such as ∅2 x, y =  ∅1 x ∅1 y . The same is true for the 
wavelet function ψ(x, y) as well. Applying the one-dimensional transform in each row, two 
subbands are produced in each row. When the low-frequency subbands of all the rows (L) are 
put together, it looks like a thin version (of size M x 
N
2
 ) of the input signal as shown in Figure 
3.5(a). Similarly put together the high-frequency subbands of all the rows to produce the H 
subband of size M x 
N
2
, which contains mainly the high-frequency information around 
discontinuities (edges in an image) in the input signal. Then applying a one-dimensional 
DWT column-wise on these L and H subbands (intermediate result), four subbands LL, LH, 
HL, and HH of size 
M
2
×
N
2
 are generated as shown in Figure 3.5(a). LL is a coarser version of 
the original input signal. LH, HL, and HH are the high frequency subband containing the 
detail information. It is also possible to apply one-dimensional DWT column-wise first and 
then row-wise to achieve the same result. Figure 3.5 comprehends the idea describe above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The multiresolution decomposition approach in the two-dimensional signal is 
demonstrated in Figures 3.5 (b) and 3.5 (c). After the first level of decomposition, it generates 
four subbands  LL1, HL1, LH1, and HH1 as shown in Figure 3.5 (a). Considering the input 
signal is an image, the LL1 subband can be considered as a 2:1 subsampled (both horizontally 
Figure 3.5 Row - Column computation of two-dimensional DWT 
(a) First level of decomposition 
HH2 
(b)  Second level 
decomposition 
(c) Third level 
decomposition 
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and vertically) version of image. The other three subbands HL1, LH1, and HH1 contain 
higher frequency detail information. These spatially oriented (horizontal, vertical or diagonal) 
subbands mostly contain information of local discontinuities in the image and the bulk of the 
energy  in each of these three subbands is concentrated in the vicinity of areas corresponding 
to edge activities in the original image. Since LL1 is acoarser approximation of the input, it 
has similar spatial and statistical characteristics to the original image. As  a result, it can be 
further decomposed into four subbands LL2, LH2, HL2 and HH2 as shown in Figure 3.5(b) 
based on the principle of multiresolution analysis. Accordingly the image is decomposed into 
10 subbands LL3, LH3, HL3, HH3, HL2, LH2, HH2, LH1, HL1 and HH1 after three levels 
of pyramidal multiresolution subband decomposition, as shown in Figure 3.5 (c). The same 
computation can continue to further decompose LL3 into higher levels. 
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Operation Operation 
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Row 
Row 
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Figure 3.6 Extension of DWT in two - dimensional signals. 
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3.2. Feature Points Extraction 
 
In this section, we shall describe in detail the process for applying wavelet transforms 
in the detection of feature points. Wavelet transform (WT) [30] for multiresolution local 
analysis on signals has been proved to be very effective. It has been successfully applied to 
many image analysis tasks such as edge detection [31] [32], corner detection [33], texture 
classification, object recognition, image segmentation, and shape recovery. In this section, we 
shall introduce how this technique is applied to the problem of scene registration. 
 
3.2.1 Multiscale edge detection 
 
Most of the multiscale edge detectors smooth the signal at various scales and detect 
sharp variation points from their first- or second-order derivative. The extrema of the first 
derivative correspond to the zero crossings of the second derivative and to the inflection 
points of the smoothed signal. This section explains how these multiscale edge detection 
algorithms are related to the wavelet transform.  
 
We call a smoothing function any function )(x  whose integral is equal to 1 and that 
converges to 0 at infinity. For example, one can choose )(x  equal to a Gaussian. We 
suppose that )(x  is twice differentiable and define, respectively, )(x
a  and )(xb as the 
first- and second-order derivative of )(x . 
dx
xd
xa
)(
)(

         and     
2
2 )(
)(
dx
xd
xb

      ----------------    (3.24) 
By definition, the functions )(x
a   and  )(xb   can be considered to be wavelets because 
their integral is equal to 0 



 0)( dxxa     and    


 0)( dxxb
 
In this one, we denote 
H
H 
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                   )(
1
)(
s
x
s
xs    
which is the dilation by a scaling factor s of any function )(x .  
 
A wavelet transform is computed by convolving the signal with a dilated wavelet. The 
wavelet transform of f(x) at the scale s and position x, computed with respect to the wavelet
)(xa , is defined by 
)(*)( xfxfW as
a
s  --------------------------------- (3.25) 
The wavelet transform of f(x) with respect to )(x
b   is 
            )(*)( xfxfW
b
s
b
s   ----------------------------------- (3.26) 
We derive that 
))(*())((*)( xf
dx
d
sx
dx
d
sfxfW s
sa
s 

  -------------- (3.27) 
And 
))(*())((*)(
2
2
2
2
2 xf
dx
d
sx
dx
d
sfxfW s
sb
s 

  ----------- (3.28) 
The wavelet transforms )(xfW
a
s  and )(xfW
b
s  are, respectively, the first and 
second derivative of the signal smoothed at the scale s. The local extrema of )(xfW as  thus 
correspond to the zero crossings of )(xfW bs  and to the inflection points of )(* xf s . In 
the particular case where )(x  is a Gaussian, the zero-crossing detection is equivalent to a 
Marr-Hildreth edge detection, whereas the extrema detection corresponds to a Canny [34] 
edge detection. When the scale s is large, the convolution with )(xs  removes small signal 
fluctuations; we therefore only detect the sharp variations of large structures.  
 
Detecting zero crossings or local extrema are similar procedures, but the local 
extrema approach has some important advantages. An inflection point of )(* xf s  can either 
be a maximum or a minimum of the absolute value of its first derivative. The maxima of the 
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absolute value of the first derivative are sharp variation points of )(* xf s , whereas the 
minima correspond to slow variations. With a second derivative operator, it is difficult to 
distinguish these two types of zero crossings. On the contrary, with a first-order derivative, 
we easily select the sharp variation points by detecting only the local maxima of )(xfW as .  
In addition, zero crossings give position information but do not differentiate small amplitude 
fluctuations from important discontinuities. When detecting local maxima, we can also record 
the values of )(xfW as  at the maxima locations, which measure the derivative at the 
inflection points.  
 
The Canny edge detector is easily extended in two dimensions. We denote by 
 
),(
1
),(
2 s
y
s
x
s
yxs  
 
 
the dilation by s of any 2-D function ),( yx . We use the term 2-D smoothing function to 
describe any function ),( yx  whose integral over x and y is equal to 1 and converges to 0 at 
infinity. The image f(x, y) is smoothed at different scales s by a convolution with ),( yxs . 
We then compute the gradient vector ),)(*( yxf s

. The direction of the gradient vector at 
a point ),( 00 yx  indicates the direction in the image plane (x, y) along which the directional 
derivative of f(x, y) has the largest absolute value. Edges are defined as points ),( 00 yx  
where the modulus of the gradient vector is maximum in the direction towards which the 
gradient vector points in the image plane. Edge points are inflection points of the surface
),(* yxf s .  
 
Let us relate this edge detection to a 2-D wavelet transform. First of all, let S(x, y) be a 
2D smoothing function. Two wavelets, ),(
1 yx  and ),(2 yx  are the partial derivatives of 
the smoothing function S(x, y) in the x and y directions, respectively, where 
)29.3(
),(
),(1 



x
yxS
yx
 
and                              )30.3(
),(
),(2 



y
yxS
yx
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Let )
2
,
2
(
2
1
),( 11
2 jjj
yx
yxj    and )
2
,
2
(
2
1
),( 22
2 jjj
yx
yxj    be two wavelets which 
are dilated of ),(
1 yx  and ),(2 yx  by a scaling factor of j2 , respectively. 
The 2D wavelet transform of an image f(x, y) at scale 
j2  (i.e. level j) can be decomposed 
into two independent directions as 
),(*),( 1
2
1
2
yxfyxfW jj    and  ),(*),(
2
2
2
2
yxfyxfW jj   
It is derived in [1] that 
   
),(*),( 1
2
1
2
yxfyxfW jj   
                                         ),)(2(* yx
x
S
f
jj


  
                                                                           ),)(*(2 yxSf
x
j
j



--------------- (3.31)
 
and 
),(*),( 2
2
2
2
yxfyxfW jj   
                                     ),)(2(* yx
y
S
f
jj


  
                                                                  ),)(*(2 yxSf
y
j
j



------------- (3.32)
 
That is, 
),)(*(2
),)(*(
),)(*(
2
),(
),(
2
2
1
2 yxSf
yxSf
y
yxSf
x
yxfW
yxfW
j
j
j
j
j
j
j

























 
------ (3.33)
 
Hence, the two components of the wavelet transform are proportional to the two components 
of the gradient vector. At each level, the modulus of the gradient vector is proportional to 
                      
2
2
2
2
1
22
),(),(),( yxfWyxfWyxfM jjj 
--------------- (3.34)
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If the local maxima of ),(
2
yxfM j are located and thresholded with a preset value, then all the 
edge points of f (x, y) at scale 2
j
 can be detected. 
 
3.3. FINDING CORRECT MATCHING PAIRS 
 
In the previous section, we have presented a systematic way to extract important 
features from two partially overlapping images. In this section, we shall show how to find a 
set of correct matching pairs between the above images. In what follows, the procedure will 
be elaborated in detail step by step. 
 
3.3.1 Defining a Matching Metric 
 
In this subsection we shall define a metric and then use it to evaluate the similarity 
between any two feature points. Let 
t
yx ppp ),( and 
t
yx qqq ),( be two feature points 
located, respectively, in f1(x, y) and f2(x, y), where f1(x, y) and f2(x, y) are two partially 
overlapping images. A crosscorrelation which can be used to measure the similarity degree 
between p and q is defined as [2, 3]. 
 
,]),(][),([
)12(
1
);(
,
,
22112
21
, 21 





Myx
Myx
yxyxff qyqxfpypxf
M
qpC 

 
                                             --------------------------------------- (3.35) 
 
Where i  and i  are the local mean and variance of fi (x, y), respectively; 
2)12( M
represents  the area of matching window. In general, the format of the similarity measure 
defined in Eq. (3.35) is very sensitive to rotation. Therefore, if the rotation effect is important 
in an application, Eq. (3.35) should be updated as 
 
,])ˆ,ˆ(][),([
)12(
1
);;(
ˆ,ˆ
ˆ,ˆ
22112
21
, 21 





Myx
Myx
yxyxff qyqxfpypxf
M
qpC 


 
                                                                              -------------------------------- (3.36) 
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Where  sinˆcosˆ yxx   and  cosˆsinˆ yxy  . If the angle   in Eq. (3.3.2) can be 
estimated in advance, then no matter how f1 (x, y) or f2(x, y) are rotated, finding the correct 
matching between the two images is always easier. 
 
3.3.2 Estimating the Orientation of a Feature Point 
 
In the previous subsection, we have mentioned that the orientation of a feature point is 
important for deriving a correct metric. In this subsection we shall discuss how the 
orientation of a feature point is estimated. In Section 3.2.1, we have mentioned that two sets 
of feature points are extracted, respectively, from two partially overlapping images. In order 
to perform accurate image registration between these two images, the corresponding feature 
points between the two images have to be identified. In Eq. (3.36), the fit measure
21 , ff
C
contains a rotation angle  , which represents the orientation difference between two selected 
feature points. In order to solve  , we have to determine the orientation of each point in 
advance. Basically, the orientation of a feature point can be estimated by using the results of 
the wavelet transform described in Section 3.2.1, i.e., fW j
1
2
 an fW j
2
2
. A standard 
representation of the orientation of an edge-based feature point at scale 2
j
 can be expressed as 
follows [31, 35]: 
 
)).,(),(( 2
2
1
2
yxfiWyxfWArg jj 
 
 
3.3.3 Estimating the Orientation Difference between Two Overlapping    
Images 
 
 From the detected feature points, as well as their corresponding orientations, it is not 
difficult to determine the matching pairs between two overlapping images. In what follows, 
we shall describe how the above mentioned information is used to estimate the orientation 
difference between two overlapping images. Let 
11
,.....2,1}),({ fNi
ti
y
i
xif pppFP  and 
22
,.....2,1}),({ fNi
tj
y
j
xjf qqqFP  be two sets of feature points extracted from two partially 
overlapping images, f1 and f2, respectively. 
1f
N  and
2f
N , respectively, represent the number 
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of elements in 
1f
FP  and 
2f
FP  . Let A (u) be the angle of an edge (or feature) point u. For a 
feature point ip  in 1fFP  and a feature point qj in 2fFP  , the orientation difference between pi 
and qj can be calculated as 
).()(, ijji pAqA   ---------------------------------- (3.37) 
Here, ji , ranges from 
00  to 0359 , and its value has to be an integer. In order to estimate the 
orientation difference between f1 and f2, ji , and the similarity measure 21 , ffC  are used. A so-
called „„angle histogram‟‟ H (θ) reports the distribution of the number of }{ ji qp   pairs at 
angle θ that satisfy the conditions  ji,  and 8.0);;( ,2,1 jijiff qpC  . Basically, from the 
angle histogram, the rotation angle can be decided by seeking the angle that corresponds to 
the maximum peak in the histogram. If the orientation difference between f1 and f2 is , then 
the highest peak in H(θ ) must be very close to   . Further, it is possible to modify H (θ) so 
that a more accurate estimation can be obtained. The modification is.  
     


2
2
)()(
i
iHH  ------------------------------------ (3.38) 
Here, i  may possibly exceed the limitation of 0360 . Under these circumstances, it has to 
be adjusted by modulation. Using )(H  and finding its maximum peak, a very accurate 
estimation for the orientation difference between two partially overlapping images can be 
found. In comparison with some conventional methods which require derivation of the 
correlations of all feature points in a window, the number of feature points used in the 
proposed method is very few. Therefore, the calculation of the similarity measure 
2,1 ff
C  
between any }{ ji qp   pair only requires very short computation time. 
 
3.3.4 Finding the Matching Pairs 
 
In the previous section, we have described how the orientation difference between 
),(1 yxf  and f2(x, y) is derived. Now, we are ready to find the matching feature point pairs 
between f1(x, y) and f2(x, y).The first step of the process is to rotate all the points in ),(1 yxf to 
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their new positions located in )ˆ,ˆ(ˆ1 yxf , where  sincosˆ yxx  ,  cossinˆ yxy  . If 
an edge point in f1 is rotated to a new position in 1fˆ , the angle θ is also adjusted to suit the 
coordinates of 1fˆ , i.e.,  
ˆ . Here,   is the orientation difference between f1 and f2. Let 
E(u) denote the set of edge points within a 
2)12( sM window of an image f, where u is the 
window‟s center. Given a feature point ipˆ  in ),(
ˆ
1 yxf  the matching problem is used to find a 
proper point q~ in E (qk) for every 
2fk
FPq   such that the pair }~ˆ{ qpi  becomes a matching 
pair. A pair }~ˆ{ qpi  is qualified as a matching pair if two conditions are satisfied: 
 
Condition 1. ),
~;ˆ(maxmax)~;ˆ(
2,1
2
21
ˆ
)(~
ˆ,ˆ niffqEqFPq
iff
qpCqpC
knfk 
  
Condition 2.  ciff TqpC )
~;ˆ(
21 ,
ˆ   , Where cT =0.75 
 
Condition 1 enforces finding an edge point )(~ kqEq and 2fk FPq   such that the measure 
21 ,
ˆ ff
C  is maximized. As for Condition 2, it forces the value of 
21 ,
ˆ ff
C  of a matching pair to be 
larger than a threshold (0.75 in this case). Further, by introducing another constraint, the 
orientation criterion, the searching speed can be even faster. As we know, ),(
ˆ
1 yxf  is obtained 
by rotating ),(1 yxf  with an angle  ; therefore, the orientation difference between f ),(
ˆ
1 yxf  
and another image f2(x, y) is very small. Hence, it is reasonable to introduce another 
constraint which forces the orientation difference between ),(ˆ1 yxf  and f2(x, y) to be less than
05 , i.e., 
05)~()ˆ(  qApA i . Adding this criterion and using it, together with the previous two 
conditions, will significantly speed up the search time. In real implementation, the orientation 
constraint will be tested first. If the constraint is not satisfied, it is not necessary to test 
Condition 1 and Condition 2. In this way, only a few pairs are needed to calculate the cross-
correlation measure  
21 ,
ˆ ff
C  which is considered a time bottleneck of the whole process. 
 
3.3.5 Eliminating the False Matching Pairs 
 
A new method is proposed to eliminate the incorrectly matched pairs. Li et al. [1] 
proposed an iterative scheme that could not remove false pairs completely and efficiently. 
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Here, we present a noniterative scheme based on the idea that the distance between two 
points in the same image will be preserved when it undergoes a rigid transform. Let 
  mii NiqpMP ,.......2,1  be a set of matching pairs, where Nm represents the number of 
elements in MP, ),( y
i
x
i
i ppp   
is a point in ),(ˆ1 yxf  and ),( y
i
x
i
i qqq   
is a point in  f2(x, y). 
If all the matching pairs in MP are correct, then the following equation should hold, i.e, 
Tsqp ii   for  i=1,2,…….Nm   --------------------------- (3.39) 
Where s and T are, respectively, a scalar and a translation vector. Since the orientation 
difference between ),(ˆ1 yxf  and f2(x, y) is very small, the rotation matrix thus is not part of 
Eq. (3.39). Let  ii qp   and  jj qp   be two correct matching pairs in MP. The scale s 
between ),(ˆ1 yxf  and f2 (x, y) can be estimated as 
                         12 / dds  ----------------------------------------------- (3.40) 
Where  
22 )()(1 y
j
y
i
x
j
x
i ppppd 
 and  
22 )()(2 y
j
y
i
x
j
x
i qqqqd 
 
Once the scale s is known, the translation T
i
 between pi and qi can be calculated by using 
Eq.(3.39). Furthermore, the translation T
j
 between pj and qj can be obtained accordingly. 
Since the pairs  ii qp  and  jj qp   are correct matching pairs, the difference between 
Ti and Tj should be very small. Therefore, by checking the distance between Ti and Tj, we 
can decide whether  ii qp  and  jj qp    are consistent or not. For the set of all 
possible matching pairs, a list of counters records how many other pairs are consistent with 
current pair. For those matching pairs with the largest consistency count, select the matching 
pair with maximum matching similarity (i.e. normalized correlation value) as a reliable pair, 
and eliminate all the matching pairs not consistent with the selected pair. 
 
Next, we propose a noniterative method based on the aforementioned consistency test 
to eliminate those mistakenly matched pairs. Let S(i) denote a counter of the number of times 
the  ii qp  pair is consistent with other matching pairs. Assume that  jj qp   is a 
matching pair to be checked.  jj qp   is considered to be consistent  ii qp   if and only 
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if the distance between their translation vectors, T
i
 and T
j
, is less than a threshold. If the two 
pairs are consistent, S(i) is increased by 1. The process proceeds until all the matching pairs 
are compared. Since there are Nm elements in MP, the total number of consistency tests will 
be 2/)1( mm NN . After the consistency test, a counter value S(i) will be associated with 
every matching pair  ii qp   for i= 1, 2, . . . , Nm. Since two matching pairs can uniquely 
determine a set of registration parameters, the value 2 can be used as a threshold to determine 
whether the pair  ii qp   can be accepted. However, if  ii qp   is said to be a correct 
match, to compensate for inaccuracies, we require that the value of S(i) be larger than 2. 
Therefore, if the value of S(i) is less than or equal to 2, then its corresponding matching pair 
is considered mismatched and should be eliminated. 
 
3.4 DERIVING THE TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
 
After the elimination of the false-matching pairs, a set of correct matching pairs are 
left. These correct matching pairs are used to derive the image transformation parameters. 
 
3.4.1 Deriving four rigid planar parameters 
 
Initially, four rigid planar parameters (i.e. scaling, rotation angle, and two translation 
shifts) are calculated by a singular value decomposition (SVD) method [36][37]. 
 
Let  cii NiqpM ,.......,2,1,   be the set of correct matching pairs, where Nc  is 
the total number of correct matching pairs. In order to derive four rigid planar parameters (s, 
R and T) based on the relation: 
TsRpq ii   for i=1,2,3,…………., cN , -----------------(3.41) 
Where s is a scalar, 




 



cosˆsin
ˆsinˆcos
R  represents a rotation matrix, 
t
yx ttT ),(  is a 
translation vector,
ti
y
i
xi ppP ),(  is a point in ),(
ˆ
1 yxf  ,
ti
y
i
xi qqq ),(  represents a point in      
f2 (x, y) and ˆ  is the orientation difference between ),(ˆ1 yxf  and f2 (x, y). In Section 3.3.3, the 
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initial orientation angle   between f1(x, y) and f2(x, y) has been estimated by using the 
histogram )(H . However,  can only be considered a rough guess. In what follows, we 
shall take advantage of the set of correct matching pairs,
cNiii
qp ,........2,1}{   to fine-
tune the previous result. Basically, the fine-tuning,  is conducted to derive the orientation 
difference between 1fˆ and f2. If ˆ  can be derived, a more accurate rotation angle,  
ˆ , 
between f1 and f2 can be obtained. Next, a method which can be used to derive s,ˆ , and T, 
based on the correct matching pairs is presented. 
 
In order to derive s, R, and T based on the set of correct matching pairs
cNiii
qp ,........2,1}{  . 
The error function is defined as 
                 
)42.3...(..........
1
2
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
cN
i
ii qTsRp
 
By minimizing  , a set of optimal solutions can be derived. In [38], Umeyama proposed a 
good approach to solving the above problem. Here, we will simply follow his methodology. 
From    
T

 = 0, one can obtain     
                 
)43.3......(..............................psRqT   
Where    
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p
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       and    
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
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i
i
c
q
N
q
0
1
.      
Substituting Eq. (3.43) into Eq. (3.41) and from 0


s

, we have 
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Where  ppp ii 
~   and  qqq ii 
~ . 
Substituting  Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44) into Eq. (3.41) and reorganizing the content of    we 
obtain 
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Therefore, minimizing   can be converted into maximizing the term 
)46.3.......(..............................~~
1
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
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i
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Now, the problem at hand is to solve R. In [39], Arun et al. proposed a singular value 
decomposition (SVD) method to solve R. The procedure is illustrated as follows: 
Step 1. Calculate the 22  matrix H, that is 



cN
i
t
iiqpH
1
~~
 
Step 2. Find the SVD of H, i.e.  
                  
tQPH   
Step 3.                                                            
tQPR 
 -------------------- (3.47) 
The whole procedure for estimating the registration parameters can be summarized as 
follows. First, the rotation matrix R is found by solving Eq. (3.47). Then, the fine-tuning,ˆ , 
between ),(ˆ1 yxf  and  f2(x, y) can be estimated from R. Next, by solving Eq. (3.44), the scale 
s can be obtained. Furthermore, by solving Eq. (3.43), the translation vector T is obtained. 
Based on these parameters, registration between images can be achieved. 
 
 
3.4.2 REFINE MATCHING 
 
In the section, an iterative procedure is proposed to repeatedly refine the registration 
parameters. In the first step, with the assistance of the initial values of s, R, and T, the input 
image f1(x, y) is transformed to ),(ˆ1 yxf , and the relation between (x, y)
t
 and tyx )ˆ,ˆ(  is  
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Where  ˆ ,    is obtained by applying the method described in Section 3.3.3, and ˆ   
is obtained from Eq. (3.47). Let   ciip NiqpM ,.......2,1  denote the set of matching 
pairs obtained in the previous stage, where Nc is the number of elements in MP,  pi  a point in 
f1 , and qi  is a point in f2 . For each point qi in f2 , our goal is to find its exact corresponding 
point ipˆ  in 1fˆ  such that the refined corrections for  the parameters s, R, and T can be 
obtained. It is known that 1fˆ  is obtained by transforming f1 with the initial values of 
parameters s, R, and T; therefore, the location of ipˆ  in 1fˆ  should have a coordinate very 
similar to qi  in  f2 . Hence, for each qi  in f2 , its corresponding point ipˆ  in 1fˆ  can be found by 
searching the pixels within a neighborhood centered at the coordinate ipˆ   in 1fˆ  such that the 
measure 
21 ,
ˆ ff
C  is maximized and has a value larger than a threshold; that is, 
 
),(max),ˆ(
2121 ,
ˆ,ˆ iffNp
iiff
qpCqpC
iq

   , 75.0),ˆ(
21 ,
ˆ iiff qpC   --------- (3.49) 
 
Where 
iq
N is the neighborhood centered at the coordinate qi. In most cases, Nc is small. If it 
is larger, then the set Mp can be resampled so that it will be controlled properly. In general, 
the use of only a few feature points is sufficient to derive R, T, and s with high accuracy. 
Therefore, the refining process can be performed very quickly. Let  
cNiiip
qpM ˆ,......2,1ˆ
ˆ

   
denote the set of matching pairs obtained from the refining process, where cNˆ  is the number 
of elements in pMˆ  . From the set pMˆ  , the refined corrections sˆ , ˆ , xtˆ  and ytˆ  for the 
parameters s,  , tx , and ty can be obtained by Eqs. (43), (44), and (47), respectively. With sˆ , 
ˆ , xtˆ  and ytˆ , more accurate values of s,  , tx , and ty can be derived. Since 
TpRsq ii
ˆˆ)ˆ(ˆ    
                           TTpsRRs i
ˆ])()[ˆ(ˆ    
                                     ],ˆ)ˆ(ˆ[)ˆ(ˆ TTRspRss i    
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the values of  s,  , tx , and ty can be corrected, based on the following equation [3]: 
t
yyxxyx
t
yx ttststtstssstts )ˆ
ˆcosˆˆsinˆ,ˆˆsinˆˆcosˆ,ˆ,ˆ(),,,(    
      ------------------------------------------ (3.50) 
Using the results of (3.50) as a new set of initial values in Eq. (3.48) and applying the 
refining process iteratively, all the registration parameters can be updated continuously until 
satisfactory accuracy is achieved.  
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TABLE 4.1 
 
Registration parameters after applying registration algorithm 
 
 
Images Scale: s Traslation: tx Translation: ty Rotation: θ 
Building 0.9986 -117.748 43.7386 22.7470
0
 
Aerial 1.0477 -271.135 -235.781 9.1615
0
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) are images of a building taken from different views are act as 
input image pair. Figure 4.1(c) and figure 4.1(d) show wavelet decomposition of figure 4.1(a) 
and figure 4.1(b) respectively. Figure 4.1(e) and figure 4.1(f) show edge detection of 
decomposed images of figure 4.1(c) and figure 4.1(d) respectively. The registered image of 
two input images is shown in figure 4.1(g). 
Figure 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) are images of a building taken from different views are act as 
input image pair. Figure 4.2(c) and figure 4.2(d) show wavelet decomposition of figure 4.2(a) 
and figure 4.2(b) respectively. Figure 4.2(e) and figure 4.2(f) show edge detection of 
decomposed images of figure 4.2(c) and figure 4.2(d) respectively. The registered image of 
two input images is shown in figure 4.2(g). 
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Figure 4.1(a): Building image 1 
 
 
Figure 4.1(b): Building image 2 
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Figure 4.1(c): Wavelet decomposition of figure 4.1(a) 
 
Figure 4.1(d): Wavelet decomposition of figure 4.1(b) 
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Figure 4.1(e): Feature point extraction of figure 4.1(c) 
 
Figure 4.1(f): Feature point extraction of figure 4.1(d) 
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Figure 4.1(g): Registration result of figure 4.1(a) and figure 4.1(b) 
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Figure 4.2(a): Aerial image 1 
 
 
Figure 4.2(b): Aerial image 2 
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Figure 4.2(c): Wavelet decomposition of figure 4.2(a) 
 
 
Figure 4.2(d): Wavelet decomposition of figure 4.2(b) 
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Figure 4.2(e): Feature point extraction of figure 4.2(c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2(f): Feature point extraction of figure 4.2(d) 
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Figure 4.2(g): Registration result of figure 4.2(a) and figure 4.2(b) 
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5.1 Conclusion 
 
The proposed method applies the wavelet transform technique to extract feature 
points from a partially overlapping image pair. By defining a similarity measure metric, the 
two sets of feature points can be compared, and the correspondences between the feature 
points can be established. Once the set of correctly matched feature point pairs between two 
images are found, the registration parameters can be derived accordingly. Hence the 
registered image of two input images can be obtained.  
 
5.2 Future work 
 
 In the future, the idea of an ultimate registration method, able to recognize the type of 
given task and to decide by itself about the most appropriate solution, can motivate the 
development of expert systems. They will be based on the combination of various 
approaches, looking for consensus of particular results.  
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